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Dean’s Hex Nymph 

Dean Wellman, BRSC Financial Secretary – Brule, WI   
 
“Matching the Hatch” by Ernest Schwiebert (1955) was the first fly tying book that my brother Mark and 
I had. It was an excellent resource for beginners like us. We used the book when trying to imitate the 
large mayfly nymphs whose shucks we had been observing during canoe outings through the Brule 
“lakes.” 
 
Our first attempts at tying large “Hex Nymphs” used materials that we had available; Grandma’s piles of 
knitting yarn scraps, Mom’s yellow and brown sewing thread (we used sewing thread to tie large flies 
because it was stronger than the other thread we had), pheasant and turkey feathers from Uncle Ken, 
and grouse feathers from Dad and sometimes Mark. I was a terrible shot! We used size 8 6xl Mustad 
Limerick hooks from Herter’s (Now, I’m dating myself!). 
 
Our “recipe” was simple; pheasant tail fibers for the tail, grey yarn wrapped between 3 clumps of dark 
greyish fluff from the base of the turkey or pheasant feathers, painstakingly tied figure-eight style into 
the 3 clumps.  Then, we tied the brown yarn into a large swollen thorax finished with 4 – 5 pheasant tail 
fibers tied beard style for legs and slightly underneath each side at the head.  
 
We each tied 2 of them for our first outing. We started at Big Lake around 11 AM, planning to canoe to 
the cabin. We didn’t know what to expect as beginners or if our flies would work.  As usual, I paddled 
first with Mark casting. No fish in Big Lake from the landing to the boat house. As we canoed past the 
white boat house on Lucius Lake we started seeing fish rising. Our rudimentary attempt at imitating the 
“Hex” must have matched the nymphs laying in the surface film ready to emerge because we had no 
flies left by the time we got to Spring Lake! We either broke them off on very large fish or what was left 
was some unraveled yarn on a hook. 
 
Ever since fishing the “Hex” hatch has been very special, and it’s what started all our night fishing as 
well. There are different species of large mayflies on the Brule, but the Hex is one of my favorites.  
 

 

Recipe 

1. Hook: Tiemco 300 in size 6 or 8 6xl. 



2. Thread: Dark Brown 6/0. 

3. Tail: Several pheasant tail fibers about ⅜ to ½ inch long. Splay the fibers by making some 
thread wraps underneath the tail then back on top.  Trim out any unruly fibers. 

4. Rib: Tie in a piece of yellow silk or natural Kevlar thread to use as a rib for segmentation and 
to secure the gills. The natural Kevlar is perfect as it is super strong. 

5. Body: 1 strand of grey yarn or grey dun poly yarn. Build a taper towards the head covering 
about ⅝ of the hook shank. 

6. Attach a ½ inch piece of grey to dark grey fluff from the base of a turkey or pheasant feather 
(see photo) to imitate the nymph’s gills. Trim off fibers at the stem to make a tie in point on 
the thickest part of the stem so that the fibers will be facing to the rear. Tie the feather in by 
the stem on top of the hook. The remaining feather will be secured with the ribbing in step 7.  

7. Wrap the yellow rib forward in increasingly larger wraps to imitate segmentation. Be careful 
when you go through the “gill fibers” to try and make 3 distinct clumps, using your bodkin 
here can help guide the thread through the fibers. 

8. Attach 1 strand of dark brown yarn and make several wraps to make a bulging thorax that 
imitates the wing case about to open. I think this is a trigger for the fish. 

9. With thread at the eye of the hook tie in 4 – 5 pheasant tail fibers a little longer than the 
thorax beard style slightly below each side and angling to the rear. Done! 

This is a simple pattern using simple materials. It can be tied in different colors and materials. You can 
also tie the thorax using turkey tail for the wing case and the mottled area of the center of a pheasant 
feather trimmed for legs under the wing case (bottom fly in photo). 

This fly is dedicated to my brother Mark. We were the “The River Runs Through Us!” 


